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3.0 Approval of Minutes 
 
Motion: Approval of S18 Council Meeting #2 Minutes 

Mover: ENVIRO 20 

Seconder: MECH 22 

Result: Passed 

 
4.0 Approval of Engenda 
 

Motion: Approval of S18 Council Meeting #3 Engenda 

Mover: NANO 20 

Seconder: ENVIRO/GEO 22 

Result: Passed 

 

5.0 CEE Guest Speaker 
Speaking: Gabrielle Smith 
 
Thank you for having me. I’m hoping to take some time out of your council to talk about CE, as 
well as give a spring update on our current projects. 
 
I am a Faculty Relations Manager, filling in for the previous manager; I’ve also been a Co-op 
Student Experience Manager for a number of years. Here with me to answer any questions I 
cannot are Stephanie Facca and Tiffany Liu. 
 
What I would like to cover today includes a brief overview of CE, spring project updates, 
WaterlooWorks system updates, and then end with a Q&A period. 
 
Some of you may know that last year has brought changes. We shifted from CECA to CE within 
CEE. There’s been the creation of a new position – Associate Provost in CE, which will be Norah 
McCrae as of September. Our organizational chart has been divided and become more 
confusing, notably the separating of coop and CEE. 
 
The support you receive comes from co-op. This includes the Executive Director of co-op 
education. 
 
CEE services and the Center for Career Action supports all students, whether or not they are 
co-op students; for example, pre-first work term students. They also help the system and 
administrative side. 



 
Other areas are WatCase and WatPD, which we consider as sister departments. 
 
We have a lot of engagement with Engineering. Some of these connections are typically with 
Co-op Student Experience Managers and the VP Academic. 
 
The Co-op Education Council is where high level co-op discussions happen. 
 
Engineering faculty connections happen between myself and Christine Moresoli as Associate 
Dean. I also sit on FOPS, FUGS, and the Engineering Faculty Council to be a voice for co-op. 
 
Within co-op there’s an engineering co-op working group and your VP Academin, Ben, sits on 
that as well. (Go Ben) 
 
Q: With the changed names, will names on WaterlooWorks change? 
A: The communications team is working on that. The branding piece is currently at board level. 
 
Spring Projects and Process Updates 
 
Who was had an interview in the past three weeks? Lots of people. Main interview cycle has 
one day left. Reminder that rankings open on Friday and close on Monday. Main first match will 
be Monday. Continuous begins June 27 and matches end august 3. 
 
This term, 2800 employers completed interviews. 21200 individual student interviews. On June 
5, 1609 individual student interviews were held. 1600 interviews in one day was only passed 
once before. That’s a lot. 
 
Coop fee comprehensive review. This project was launched last October between CE and FEDS. 
For more information, go to the co-op fees webpage for a significant number of updates. This is 
where we will be centralizing our information, as well as having an outline of our next steps 
available. Currently, the communications and consultation phase is just wrapping up and the 
project team is moving to recommendations. 
 
Thank you for feedback on co-op fees. We’ve held student advisory panels for the past two 
terms and encourage you to apply to provide feedback. We would like to extend our 
appreciation to SAPs. Thank you to those who completed student-wide surveys. Around 3500 
students who responded and we’ve had 10 consultation groups over the past two weeks. 
 
Flexible Work Terms 
 
Co-op 2.0 was created two and half years ago in order to be more flexible. What does it mean 
to meet the criteria of an accredited co-op program as part of the association? Knowing that 
the University of Waterloo goes above and beyond that, in order to share flexibility with our 
students. Some opportunities we give are a certain amount of flexible work terms. One 
example is having two part time jobs and putting them together to have the required hours, 



based on a rationale of why they apply to you and your career. Other examples could be 
working for less than minimum wage, not working a full work term but with longer hours for a 
shorter period of time. If you’re interested in that, speak to your co-op advisor. If you weren’t 
getting a credit for a past work term, check to see if you can receive a credit. 
 
Adding an Offer 
 
Jobs you arrange can now be added to your ranking sheet. You are still expected to attend 
interviews, but this allows you to consider all your options. You probably don’t have enough 
time before Friday, but talk to your co-op advisor for this round. 
 
Dates for continuous have changed. It used to be Monday and Tuesday interviews with a 
Wednesday math, then Thursday interviews with a Friday match. Now it will be Tuesday to 
Thursday interviews, and one match on Friday. Hoping that this will mean the same number of 
students, or more, will be employed, because this gives more opportunities for matches. This 
will start this Spring and we are excited to receive feedback on it. 
 
Arranging your own job process will be changing later in the summer and shifting to 
WaterlooWorks. 
 
Q: No interviews on Monday for continuous then? 
A: The idea is that employers and system staff need time to rejig interviews, remove student, 
and add alternates after matches on Friday, and it also gives students adequate time to 
prepare. 
 
WaterlooWorks Changes 
 
Implemented changes are published on the WaterlooWorks page, so if it interests you, a 
timeline of different versions, what fixes were made, etc. over the past two and a half years are 
available. Some work in progresses are: 
 
Form functionality 
 
This will give you the ability to create multiple forms, for example, arrange your own job. This 
will centralize the experience instead of bouncing you to an external system. Ideally, in the long 
run, more forms are created. Some of this will go to CCA Appointments and Events. Later this 
spring term, we will have drop ins through WaterlooWorks and you can book appointments in 
the fall with career advisors for help. Next year, we’re going to work towards the ability to 
register for events through WaterlooWorks. 
 
Employers like WaterlooWorks. It is a small part of the employers’ role. They have feedback for 
individuals in the system, but they want more screening tools. We want to balance that, but CE 
doesn’t want it to be hard for us. Might look into multiple choice questions. 
 



System wellness – the purging and logging of all interactions, as every piece of data is logged. 
Understand how that information adds up over time. Small bug fixes, pushing new additions, 
and changes that don’t impact you as a user are currently being done. 
 
Future Work 
 
We’re trying to add employer info sessions and many outside links, such as skype integration, 
outlook calendar integration, system wellness, bug fixes, etc. 
 
WW UI 
 
We knew, and students who were involved in creation knew, that we were moving forward 
with an underwhelming UI. We continued so as not to delay implementation because Orbus 
had plans to continue working on the UI, and therefore UW would not have to pay for it. We 
should be receiving updates from them and sharing them with the student body. Ideally late in 
the fall term is our understanding from the vendor for an updated UI. 
 
Rate my Work Term 
 
The creation of Rate my Work Term and what it would include. Now we have four terms of 
data. As we understand it, we need to have enough to have the capability to anonymize data. 
Discussions have started in terms of reporting the data based on your answers in Engineering 
for work submissions. At the end of your work term, you submit a recap. Discussions have 
grown to share high level historical hiring data as well. 
 
We have been resourcing shifts over the last little while, but as data is gathered, ideally by the 
fall term, we will be able to send out a publication out to students. 
 
Q&A 
 
Q: Can you give us an example of multiple choice question an employer might ask? 
A: It could be more of a requirement instead of a question. For example: do you have a license? 
Or a skills question. For example: what skills do you have in java, c, etc.? There will be some 
freedom but this will be a big part of student feedback. 
 
Q: Can we screen job postings to make sure that the posting accurately reflects the job? 
A: We’re continuing to work on this. The four people on the right side of your screen have 
touched the job you’re on in some kind of wat. We are working on that as conversations 
happen, but nitpicking through descriptions while employers may not have hired for that 
position before is difficult. 
 
 
Q: Are you aware of chrome extensions to make UI better? They’re super simple, so is there a 
reason they haven’t been done? 



A: That’s not my area of expertise. We are aware of that and have given feedback to the vendor 
on what are out there. 
 
Q: What do you do on a daily basis? 
A: I am a Faculty Relations Manager. Basically a two-way connection of Engineering chairs and 
CE. Bringing a high level of institution with the new programs, bringing them to co-op to make 
sure that we have support for these jobs. For example, architectural engineering. There’s lots of 
work with RO and sequences, to understand the processes through sequences, petitions, etc. 
 
Q: Speaking of architectural engineering, what are jobs going to look like for that program? We 
already have a hard time finding jobs. 
A: The marketing team is working on new employer recruitment. We are working with different 
sectors, going to trade shows, doing business development with existing employers and with 
sectors who have never considered hiring from UW before. 
 
Q: Regarding the Rate my Work Term system, how does that work with what’s visible to 
students versus employers? Would employers be able to screen negative reviews? 
A: No. One original piece of Rate my Work Term is no screening. Data that is there will be the 
data that is there. In terms of student anonymity, if an employer hires 30 students per term 
versus an employer who hires one student per year, it would take varying levels of time to build 
data. There will be no ability to edit or delete data from the employer side. 
 
Any more questions can go to Ben and he will forward them to us. 
 

6.0 Exec Updates 
 

6.1 President 
Speaking: Katie Arnold 
 
We have a feedback form! Click on the link and go through the executive feedback while we do 
our updates. Working with EngiQueers and their policy is ready for JAGM. Lots of life has been 
devoted to midterms and making sure JAGM happens. 
 
Clarke: Go to JAGM. Proxies are due tonight. 
 
Proxy forms are at the bit.ly along with all of Katie’s updates and the auditor’s report. We are 
still accepting proxies even if the deadline has passed. 
 
COPS and FEDS. FEDS gives us fob access so directors can use computers and we don’t need 
projectors. Current limitations were not well explained, but they are going well. COPS – the 
presidents of the societies and the VP Student Life of FEDS sit in a room and talk about issues. 
Currently there is potential for a join society executive training. This will be difficult as some 
societies have executive for only four months. This might happen, but it might not. 
 



Another big thing is Engineering Day where we purple the executives. We’ve got two out of five 
so far and we’re excited. Ashley will talk more about that. Engineering day is awesome and 
everything is free except what is being sold. Participation and food is free. You can dye your 
pinky, eat food, etc. Didn’t bring a white shirt? Liam will sell you one. Register on Facebook so 
that the faculty can bring enough free food. 
 
Goals 
 
Improving feedback – Julia is doing awesome but give her more feedback please! 
 
Diversity is happening at JAGM! 
 
Policy – WRTT were emailed and never responded. Policy is written and sent to them and was 
never responded to and hopefully we can do something not at JAGM? 
 

6.2 VP Finance 
Speaking: Liam Yeates 
 
Projector is back to working in poets. In that vein because Laura gave us a log in for the World 
Cup stuff, I want to give a shout out to her. Still working on student deals. Sponsorship – if you 
have a design team, or you want to start a design team, apply online.  
 
Q: Have you been answering emails about sponsorship? 
A: I will do that. 
 
You can find sponsorship online under Finance. 
 
E7 ridgidware is happening, and a meeting will happen tomorrow about SYDE kits. These are 
the first department kits and then hopefully all the department kits will be centralized in 
ridgidware. 
 
We will be selling Novelties shirts for Engineering Day. 
 

6.3 VP Academic 
Speaking: Benjamin Beelen 
 
Was the presentation about co-op ood? 
Strawpoll: mostly yes 
 
ESSCO was fun, we learned about advocacy and my group gave a working group. Different 
schools view course passes differently. 
 
We will have a career fair director in the winter. It will be fairly high level. The event is directed 
more at 4th years. 4th years can be directors and this will give you more face time with 
employers. We will hope to have two, one who is more involved than the other. 



 
PD22 – Ethics. This might become mandatory to take once. New thing to happen but not 
immediately. Good thing is good course, but apparently hardest pd but theyre looking into 
fixing it. Concern about that is that profs who cover that skip over it because learn it in course 
content 
 
Q: other courses, but if every program takes it, make examples for every program. Not just 
chem examples for everyone 
A; cool 
 
Others might become mandatory. Not choose your own adventure and into we chose your 
adventure. 
 
Workplace safety is getting traction 
 
Q: why switching? 
A: departments are finding that curriculums are lacking and pushing pds that will fill it out. 
 
Workplace safety is talking at CEC – suggestion for echeck ins. Decide on policies. Change not 
happening overnight. Put it on radar that we care about this and we believe they can do things. 
 
Clarification on grad photos – dont spend as much time on this from feedback. I don’t spend 
much time on this, its not a big project. 4 hrs in beginning of term but not now 
 
Mental health is great. Directors and comms are great. MH blog firirif off soon. 
Group meeting soon but we’re super busy. Timeliens soon.  
 
Resume critiques happening on 26, plz email ben if you wanna help out. Help out and get pizza. 
 
Orientation week – SSO director meeting and VPa university. Thought more to talk about but 
they rescheduled it. Busy people in one room is difficult. Told to be more neutral. But ben was 
elected for being that hard about it. Working on lack of data collection instead of ‘don’t touch 
my oweek’. 
 

6.4 VP Student Life 
Speaking: Ashley Clark 
 
Hi im Ashley. Normally I stand up here and I tell you I wont read them out. List of events I will 
read out!! 
 
Taleng went amazingly. Two wonderful directors did a great job and come next time because itll 
be so much fun. 
 
SEMI IS ON FRIDAY. Ordered a lot of food and a great dj. We have 81 tickets sold already. Buy 
your tickets!!! 



 
Mental health events – meditation on Thursday!! Thursday also has charity BBQ and pictures w 
the tool. 
 
Only so much excitement but theres so much events. Excitement only goes so far. 
 
JAGM on Saturday 
 
Pride on Sunday. Buy your tickets in the orifice. 
 
Resume critiques and mock interviews next Wednesday. 
 
Charity snow cones next Thursday. 
 
Genius bowl happening next week. Thank you derek. 
 
LAN party and Canada day!!! 
 
Abundent events now that midterms are over. 
 
Remember Monday Tuesday Thursdays fun events 
 
Goals – passing midterms. 
 
Calendar is still done. Data collection – we are halfway through the term. 
 
Accessibility plan has been started and worked on but midterms. 
 
Compost is a thing that’s happening. Trying to make office sustainable and green place. 
 

6.5 VP Communications 
Speaking: Grant Mitchell 
 
Really wants the slideshow up 
 
Exciting thing is UOITs mascot – didn’t get back to UOIT because mcmaster(?) stole it – not our 
problem. 
 
Since last meeting, ESSCO. Soccer tournament. We had the most fun!! Maybe came 3rd? we 
didn’t play our last game. Encourage you to join sports ball teams. 
 
ESSCO AGM happened this weekend. Grant had a chance to meet the other vp x teams. Elected 
new ESSCO elective. New president is ivan from western. Really exciting because essco is in 
good hands.  
 



Conferences and inter school essco events are done, so more internal comm. LCD screens and 
media and marketing procedures, updating w accessibility. ESSCO director updates are open. If 
you wanna do sports ball or advocacy or communications or money, apply to be a director – 
check facebook tonight or tomorrow. 
 

7.0 New Business 
 

7.1 CRO Election 
Speaking: Katie Arnold 
 

Title: Help Us Help You [CRO Election] 

Mover: President 

Seconder: CHEM 21 

Spirit: To elect a Chief Returning Officer for the Spring 2018 Term 

WHEREAS: The Society is actively seeking feedback from members in order to 
assist with Society transparency and continuous improvement. 

AND WHEREAS: The President has developed a Feedback plan to try and improve 
continuous improvement for the Spring 2018 term. 

BIRT: The member listed below be ratified as the Spring 2018 Chief 
Returning Officer 

Votes against:  

Abstentions: EXEC 

Result:  

 
Katie: brand new exec team, now 3 meetings and lets elect our replacements. Process done 
throughout winter term and we need someone (3rd party) who can help and are not bias. 
Important to make sure things are being followed and exec has conflict of interest – like Julia as 
CFO. CONflict of interest. CRO is to basically sit down with candidates, and say ‘these are the 
rules, don’t break them’. Plan election schedules, class visits, etc. Ive only done this twice and 
idk how to do this.  
 
Q: budget to purchase things? 
A: yes like food for forums and budget for fees for the people who run.  
 
Q: they also make the voting thing happen 
A: they help with feds to make voting thing happen 
 



Seconder: its really fun 
 

Motion: Move into Camera 

Mover: Off-term Prez 

Seconder: NANO 21 

Result: PASSED 

 

Motion: Move into Committee of the Whole 

Mover: ENVIRO/GEO 22 

Seconder: MECH 21 

Result: PASSED 

 
Nonso, Clarke, and Bryn were nominated. Vote was had and the winner was Clarke. 
 

Motion: Leave Committee of the Whole 

Mover: TRON 22 

Seconder: SOFT 19 

Result: PASSED 

 

Motion: Leave Camera 

Mover: MECH 21 

Seconder: SYDE 22 

Result: PASSED 

 

Motion: Amend motion to include Clarke’s name 

Mover: NANO 20 

Seconder: ENVIRO 20 

Result: PASSED 

 



7.2 JAGM Time Concerns 
Speaking: Katie Arnold 
 

Title: Now This Is Just Ridiculous [Constitutional Amendment] 

Mover: Executive 

Seconder: TRON 21 

Spirit: To streamline the Joint Annual General Meeting 

WHEREAS: A-Soc made an amendment to the constitution in Winter 2018, 
which addressed a time-based concern for JAGM to make meeting 
governance more uniform and similar to Council meetings 

AND WHEREAS: B-Soc needs to agree on the same amendment before it can be 
ratified and integrated permanently into EngSoc’s governing 
documents at JAGM 

AND WHEREAS: Currently the chair of the Joint Annual General Meeting is expected 
to count every vote on every motion at the Meeting as per 
convention 

AND WHEREAS: This process is extremely tedious and constitutes a significant 
amount of the Meeting time 

AND WHEREAS: This voting method is not a necessary one for the Engineering 
Society’s purposes 

BIRT: Bylaw 1: Constitution be amended as follows: 
Chapter III: General Meetings 
Section G: Order 
 
6. The Speaker may assume General Consent for motions, unless 
one (1) voting member protests. 

Result: Passed 

 
Katie: on Saturday night, at JAGM!!!!!!!!!! You will be very thankful because everytime we vote, 
Clarke has to count each vote for each motion. If we pass this motion, we do any 
against.opposed, and move along very quickly. WE HAVE 15 MOTIONS. 
 
Q: 1 voting member protests? 
A: if matt goes this passes, someone can say vote count and he’ll count the vote 
 
Q: if he says any against you raise your placard? 



A: general consent means he counts against or abstains. 
Q: don’t count votes for, just count votes against. 
A: I can call keiran after the meeting 
Q: assumes people are mostly for things 
A: grant: if most people are against it still works for us 
 
Ben: you can also challenge the speaker. Like ‘hey I want that vote counted’. We would motion 
to make Matt do that. Take that process and apply to jagm. 
 
Seconder: this is one (1) great motion 
 
Q: for people who don’t know how jagm works, how? 
A: like 90 people hold up a placard like in an election. 
 
*v tedious 
 

7.3 JAGM Attendance 
Speaking: Katie Arnold 
 

Title: Bye Felicia [Constitutional Amendment] 

Mover: Executive 

Seconder: SOFT 19 

Spirit: To streamline the Joint Annual General Meeting 

WHEREAS: A-Soc made an amendment to the constitution in Winter 2018, 
which addressed a loophole wherein graduates could return at a 
Joint Annual General Meeting to brigade it 

AND WHEREAS: B-Soc needs to agree on the same amendment before it can be 
ratified and integrated permanently into EngSoc’s governing 
documents at JAGM 

AND WHEREAS: To restrict votes at the Joint Annual General Meeting to paying 
members of the engineering society 

AND WHEREAS: Currently the constitution allows all types of members to vote at the 
Joint Annual General Meeting 

AND WHEREAS: These members include engineering graduates, honorary members, 
and members who have refunded their fees. 

BIRT: Bylaw 1: Constitution be amended as follows: 
Chapter III: General Meetings 



Section D: Voting 
 
6. At each Joint General Meeting, each A-Society and B-Society 
Member of the Society holds one (1) vote. 

Result: Passed 

 
Ashley: pretty simple motion. Restricts the people who can vote to people who pay their fees 
on engsoc. If 50 grads showed up and wanted to ruin things, they could still vote, and it would 
only take 50 of them to ruin JAGM and not pass the motions 
 
Seconder: *thumbs up* 
 
Q: in the past, don’t you have to be affiliated with a certain society 
A: they haven’t done this before, but we caught wind they were planning something stupid this 
time 
 
Q: has this been an issue before? Or preemtive? Just answered 
A: he answered his own question 
 
Ben: spirit of allowing these people assumes they wanna do the best thing for society, after 
hearing that they might come back to do hard 
Response: something in the future we could reinstitute for best interest of society? 
A: constitution shouldn’t be something we amend willy-nilly, it should be solid. This changing it 
does not mean we can’t change it back, but not good practice to continuously change it? 
Q: decision in the first place? 
A: writers wanted to graduate and vote in the best interest of the society for the best of the 
society but unfortunately we heard that a group of grads were gonna come to JAGM with the 
intent to cause harm to the society and the way the meeting is ran and that’s why this is put 
forward 
 
Q: do they know we’re making this change? 
A: regardless, it’ll be funny 
 
Q: someone pays their fees on a society, how long are they considered a member on that 
society? 
A: technically how we do it via finance, if ur on a coop term, like nano or someone who 
switches, and when you come back and pay you switch to that society. If you refund or don’t 
pay. 
Q: current recent graduates who paid in the winter, would be members? 
A: not returning 
Q: ‘definition as members is full enrolled student’ 
 
Q: do we know who they are? 



 
Q: do the grads know this is happening? Yes they do 
A: the 2018 grads aren’t the ones with malintent 
 

7.4 Constitution Consistency 
Speaking: Katie Arnold 
 

Title: Just So We’re Clear [Constitutional Amendment] 

Mover: Executive 

Seconder: MECH 22 

Spirit: To clarify a non-specific part of the constitution 

WHEREAS: A-Soc made an amendment to the constitution in Winter 2018, 
which added a phrasing inconsistency 

AND WHEREAS: B-Soc needs to agree on the same amendment before it can be 
ratified and integrated permanently into EngSoc’s governing 
documents at JAGM 

AND WHEREAS: The constitution has a vague sentence that is inconsistent with the 
succeeding sentence 

AND WHEREAS: Currently the constitution allows all types of members to vote at the 
Joint Annual General Meeting 

BIRT: Bylaw 1: Constitution be amended as follows: 
Chapter II: Membership and fees 
Section C: Fees 
 
6. The amount of the Engineering Society Fee may be adjusted only 
through one of the following two (2) mechanisms: 
 

a. By a Special Resolution of the Board of Directors, 
specifying an adjustment increase of a percentage equal to or 
less than the increase in the Consumer Price Index for 
Canada in the previous calendar year according to Statistics 
Canada. This increase is subject to Ratification at the next 
Joint Annual General Meeting; and 

b. By a successful Joint Referendum specifying the amount the 
fee will be increased 

Result: Passed 

 



Katie: put forward because it will not ever be a thing that the CPID decrease and its increase 
everywhere else 
 
Q: in the unlikely event there will be deflation? 
A: wont be increased. 
Q: not decreased? Previous wording wouldn’t allow it 
A: says increase three other times in that paragraph 
 

7.5 Course Evaluation Project Team 
Speaking: Benjamin Beelen 
 
Fantastic person with course critiques – not called that now. Student course perceptions now. 
What if what you said could get you punished under policy 71. Not be anonymous. Not super 
chill about that? Help evaluate that and guide their future. That’s that link in your agenda. Go to 
that, and it would be sweet if engineers would go to that. We have by far the best course 
critique thing. 
 
Q: not anonymous? 
A: punish you under policy 71 
Q: have they performed any analysis? 
A: no just other faculties read unfiltered course perceptions. Other faculties getting annoyed. 
Eng filters theirs. 
 
Q: all faculties have to do this together? 
A: because we moved to e-evaluate. So if one faculty isn’t anonymous, we all have to be 
Q: since we, as engineers, filter them, would there be a way we could filter out names? 
A: I don’t think profs see a name and then see you, they have to go through another step. It’s 
not ‘this student says you suck’. Unsure what a violation would be. Like not able to understand 
for accent? 
 
Q: how does eng decide what to filter out? 
A: sit and read them. Non constructive feedback, spam feedback, swearing. If its constructive, 
e.g. accent hard to hear, use a microphone is fine, go back to your country is not. 
 
Q: if someone is giving a valid thing but says the f word, would it be invalid? 
A: yes the entire thing would be gone. If you drop the f bomb at the end, we cant redact things 
 
Q: why haven’t they tried filtering? 
A: don’t have the same inspiration. Brought it up, they shake their heads. 
Grant: we’ve done this for years and the other profs don’t trust their students 
Ben: other faculties don’t have the same amount of trust 
 
Make course critiques great again 
 



7.6 EngSoc Charity Purpling 
Speaking: Ashley Clark 
 
We’ve now raised over 1000$! 1055!!! 445 away from a purple BEN!!!!!! It’s exciting! Ashley 
and Grant are being dyed purple on July 13th. Come out to Eng Day!! Colour throw and food and 
also things you buy that aren’t free. 
 
Q: good cause? 
A: trevor project. Suicide prevention and help for lgbtqia+ youth. Pride month so lets be 
prideful 
Q: cant remember, but still proportional painting? 
A: 55/500*100 is how much ben is being purpled. Just his ankles rn 
Q: can it be top down? 
 

8.0 Director Updates 
 

8.1 Semi Formal 
 
We dem bois. Fam, I need 3 things from all of you. 1. Networks. Metcalfs law states that the 
value of the network is ^2. SO! If you plan to go on Friday, change ur status to going. “OMG this 
person is going because its gonna be lit!!!” if you wanna make me sad and ur not going to semi, 
change ur status to interested. 
 
2. please share the update in the council group. It’s a little blurb. 
 
3. I have a midterm tomorrow, so tonight and tomorrow, I am learning all of my content. Gonna 
do classroom visits later maybe? Please do classroom visits and shout out semi formal 
 
4. come to genius bowl 
 

8.2 EngSoc Goes to Pride 
 
Hello! I’m Julia! This is Lindsay! We’re running this and it’s going to be a really fun time. You can 
take a fun school bus with us from DC at 10! If you can get yourself to Toronto, meet us at 
12:30pm – this is 5$ cheaper. You should come. Purchase a ticket before 4:30pm Friday. You 
get a tye-dye shirt, a lunch, a patch, and a flag. It’ll be really fun. 
 

8.3 EngBlood 
 
We’re going to donate blood again. And if you didn’t go last time, we know because only 3 
people went. Get a cab to the blood donor clinic, provided by us! And if you want to come with 
us Monday, please sign up so we can give you a seat and you don’t have to ride on top of the 
taxi. 
 



The contest! Whenever you go, take a photo and send it in, and you could win a C&D coupon. 
 
Q: Is there anything short people can do? 
A: Get others to come. 
 

8.4 Resume Critiques 
 
Another round next Tuesday right before continuous round starts. We need volunteers, we 
need volunteers!!!!!! Free pizza if you volunteer. 
 

8.5 Resume Rescue 
 
If you need help later, just submit your resume and even a cover letter, and an upper year will 
critique it. Need help with that as well, so please volunteer. 
 

8.6 EngPlay 
 
Tickets starting on sale in CPH foyer until July 6 and 7. 7$ each and 35$ for 6. 
 
Q: Is it funny? 
A: I don’t know, I haven’t seen it. 
 

8.7 Mental health 
 
Lots of events that you should come out to. Meditation is tomorrow at 4:30. Come out and 
destress. Great way to learn about dealing with stress. Let’s Talk Mental Health day is July 5th at 
4:30pm. Show up to promote open discussion about mental health! 
 

9.0 Affiliate Updates 
 

9.1 WEEF 
Speaking: Theo Morrisette 
 
Not here, but WEEF is great; they give us money. 
 

9.2 The Iron Warrior 
Speaking: Hasan Ahmed 
 
Next issue is out. Send in comics if you’re funny, and there’s an amazing comic in this issue. 
 

9.3 Senate 
Speaking: Grant Mitchell 
 
Still exists. 



 

9.4 FEDS Councillors 
Speaking: Jason Small 
 
Me and 4 other people. Only 5 seats? Calculation mistakes and we have 6. Not open for 
nomination yet for the open seat but will be posted. Also, last meeting, some things happened, 
some policies were passed. Menatl health policy went through first reading. Almost finished. 
Trying to get version for feedback. FEDS using better money things. Freedom for info policy 
make it easier for us to get info easier. 
 
Q: possibility of changing FEDS mascot to a goose? 
A: committee is working on it. 
Katie: waterfowl committee working on it. 
 

9.5 EngFOC 
Speaking: Lexawn Normacumming 
 
Go to SLR, complete BDS, complete OLT, complete first aid if you said in your application that 
you would, Fire sale will be at SLR. 
 

9.6 GradComm 
Speaking: Rachel Malevich 
 
We sold pizza again and we sold all of it. If you want pizza, bring your money. We take credit 
and debit and watches (whatttt?). Pub crawl is coming up eventually. Just had one, it was lit, 
you should’ve gone. 
 
Winner: 5277759 
 

10.0 Varia 
 
HOW MANY DAYS UNTIL IRS?? 227 days until IRS 
 

11.0 Adjournment 
 

Motion: Adjournment 

Mover: SYDE 22 

Seconder: SOFT 21 

Votes Against: 1 

Result: PASSED 



 


